
How To Think About Money: The Key to
Financial Success

Money plays a significant role in our lives, influencing the choices we make and
the opportunities available to us. However, many individuals struggle with
managing their finances effectively and fail to achieve financial success. The key
lies not only in understanding how money works but also in adopting the right
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mindset towards it. In this article, we will explore some essential principles that
can help you think about money in a more productive and prosperous way.

1. Money as a Tool, not an End Goal

Too often, people chase after money as if it were the ultimate objective in life.
While financial stability is undoubtedly important, it is crucial to view money as a
means to an end rather than the end itself. Money is a tool that allows us to
achieve our goals, fulfill our desires, and contribute to our well-being and
happiness. By shifting our focus from accumulating wealth for its own sake to
utilizing it wisely, we gain a healthier perspective on money.
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2. The Power of Budgeting

A common mistake many individuals make is failing to create and stick to a
budget. Budgeting is the foundation of financial management and helps us keep
track of our income, expenses, and savings. By tracking our spending habits, we
become more mindful of our choices and can prioritize our financial goals.
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Budgeting cultivates discipline, empowers us to make informed decisions, and
ensures that we allocate our money effectively.

3. Investing for the Future

Thinking long-term about money involves recognizing the importance of investing.
Investing allows our money to grow and work for us, rather than simply letting it
sit idle. Understanding different investment options, such as stocks, real estate,
or bonds, and establishing a diversified portfolio can ensure a steady income
stream and build wealth over time. Developing a strong foundation in investing
and seeking professional advice when needed is essential.

4. Financial Education and Continuous Learning

To think effectively about money, it is crucial to invest in financial education and
continually update our knowledge. The world of finance is ever-evolving, and
staying informed about changes in the market, financial strategies, and economic
trends is vital. By committing to continuous learning, whether through reading
books, attending seminars, or following reputable financial blogs, we empower
ourselves to make informed and intelligent financial decisions.

5. The Importance of Giving Back

While accumulating wealth is an important aspect of financial success, it is
equally important to give back to society. By sharing our resources and
contributing to charitable causes, we not only make a positive impact on others
but also experience personal satisfaction and fulfillment. Giving back fosters a
sense of gratitude and humility, reminding us that money is a tool that can bring
positive change to the lives of those less fortunate.

6. Developing a Healthy Relationship with Money



Lastly, it is crucial to recognize that our relationship with money goes beyond the
numbers. Our beliefs, attitudes, and emotions towards money significantly impact
our financial well-being. Developing a healthy relationship with money involves
examining our money-related beliefs, managing our emotions around finances,
and cultivating a positive mindset. By embracing gratitude, detaching our self-
worth from money, and focusing on abundance rather than scarcity, we enhance
our overall financial well-being.

Thinking effectively about money is an essential skill that can shape our financial
journey. By considering money as a tool, budgeting wisely, investing strategically,
nurturing our financial education, giving back to society, and developing a healthy
relationship with money, we can unlock the doors to financial success and lead a
more fulfilled life. Remember, it's not just about the numbers, but also about the
mindset.
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There are those who think the goal of investing is to beat the market and amass
as much wealth as possible, that street smarts and hard work ensure investment
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success, and that the road to happiness is paved with more of everything.
And then there are those who get it.
Want a more prosperous, less stressful financial life? Jonathan Clements,
longtime personal finance columnist for The Wall Street Journal, is here to help.
His goal: To provide readers with a coherent way to think about their finances, so
they worry less about money, make smarter financial choices and squeeze more
happiness out of the dollars that they have. "How to Think About Money" is built
around five key ideas:
•Money can buy happiness, but we need to spend with great care.
•Most of us will enjoy an extraordinarily long life—and that has profound financial
implications.
•We are hardwired for financial failure, so sensible money management takes
great mental strength.
•We need to bring order to our financial life—by focusing on our paycheck, or lack
thereof.
•If we want to add to our wealth, we should strive to minimize the subtractions.
“Now why didn't I think of that? That's what you'll ask yourself after you read
Jonathan Clements’s fine new book. Its beauty lies in the commonsense
and wisdom that is summed up in just five simple steps that will help you to earn
your financial independence. Easy to understand, essential to follow.”—John C.
Bogle, founder, The Vanguard Group
“Jonathan Clements brings his intelligence, insight and commonsense to 'How to
Think About Money,' which is packed with wisdom and great guidance. Read it
and reap the rewards in the years and decades ahead.”—Eric Tyson, author of
"Personal Finance for Dummies" and "Investing for Dummies"
“'How to Think About Money' is financial feng shui —a blueprint for harmonizing
all the aspects of personal finance into a balanced way of approaching and
managing money. I found myself measuring my own attitudes and beliefs against
the yardsticks in Jonathan Clements’s book, and was pleased to find that we’re



on the same page. As someone who has written extensively about young people
and money, I’d especially recommend the book to generations Y and Z. But
anyone who feels overwhelmed by the challenges of today’s world can benefit
from Clements’s advice on how to make smart financial choices, as well as how
to develop, in his words, a “coherent way to think about their financial life.”—
Janet Bodnar, editor, Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine
"Concise, important and true. Jonathan Clements provides you a path not just to
better finances, but to a better life."—Terry Burnham, finance professor, Chapman
University, and author of "Mean Markets and Lizard Brains" 
“Jonathan Clements writes so well and thinks so clearly that even financial
planning, saving, and wise decisions are almost fun to think through with him as
our guide.”—Charles Ellis, author of "Winning the Loser’s Game"
“In 'How to Think About Money,' Jonathan Clements, one of the premier financial
writers of our times, provides readers with a roadmap for a successful financial
life. It’s an easy read that can result in changing the way readers look at investing
and life. Read it and reap.”—Mel Lindauer, Forbes.com columnist and co-author
of "The Bogleheads’ Guide to Investing" and "The Bogleheads’ Guide to
Retirement Planning"
“Jonathan Clements is one of the greatest financial consumer advocates of our
time, not only because of his emphasis on a practical and commonsense
approach to personal finance, but because his message is delivered in a
welcoming, easy-to-understand manner. That approach moves his readers to
take the most important step toward winning in the personal-finance world—
taking ownership of one’s financial life and following that with action.”—Peter
Mallouk, president of Creative Planning and author of "The 5 Mistakes Every
Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them"
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